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the original conference:

the original goals:
- To work towards Community Mentor collaboration
- To share and discuss campus resources
- To focus on the first 8 weeks of programming
- To continue the leadership vision and growth that the Residential Leadership College set out to achieve

the planning stages:
- Selecting student conference goals
- Working with the RHA changes
- Writing a grant
- Creating materials and training sessions for RA orientation
- Finding a suitable fall call

new goals:
- Decrease the number of days: August 1-18
- Decrease the cost: one time for guide services and focus supplies (shirts, etc.)
- Increase "My Plan of Progress" focus
- Increase team-building focus
- Increase retention of student participants
- Add a more post conference follow up through next year's structure

continued goals:
- Continue to work towards Community Mentor collaboration
- Provide more opportunities to work together
- Continue to share and discuss campus resources
- Continue focus on the first 8 weeks of programming

the future of ptp

prepare to program...

program retention analysis
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